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ANALYSIS OF SEQUENTIAL PROLOG PROGRAMS* 
RIKIO ONAL HAJ IME SHIMIZU, 
KANAE MASUDA, t AND MORITOSHI  ASO 
I> We consider the characteristics of sequential PROLOG programs using 
static and dynamic analyzers. They were developed to analyze ICOT-devel- 
oped PROLOG programs and to collect various data items for studying 
program characteristics. Thirty-nine programs were statistically analyzed; 
two of these were also analyzed ynamically. The static analyzer is written 
in DEC-10 PROLOG. It simply reads a program from the be#nning and 
outputs various types of information about the program. The dynamic 
analyzer is also written in DEC-10 PROLOG. It executes a program that 
can be executed in parallel by providing agoal for the program. During the 
execution, it collects various data including those obtained in the static 
analysis. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Analyzers have been developed for static and dynamic analysis of DEC-10 
PROLOG programs [18]. They were used to analyze ICOT-developed programs and 
to collect various data for studying program characteristics. Thirty-nine programs 
were statically analyzed; two of these were also analyzed ynamically. 
The static analyzer is written in DEC-10 PROLOG and consists of about 230 
clauses. It simply reads a program from the beginning and outputs various types of 
information about the program, including the number of oR-relations, number of 
ANo-literals, number of predicate references, number of structured ata arguments 
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for head predicates, number of body arguments, number of body structured ata 
arguments, frequency of occurrence of evaluable predicates, and cut ratio. 
The dynamic analyzer is written in DEC-10 PROLOG and consists of about 280 
clauses. It executes a program that can be executed in parallel by providing a goal 
for the program. Various data are collected uring the execution. The collected ata 
include those obtained in the static analysis, except for the cut ratio, and the actual 
number of successful unifications for the oR-fork portion of a tree. Two ICOT- 
developed DEC-10 PROLOG programs were first converted into concurrently ex- 
ecutable form, then subjected to dynamic analysis. 
These analyses produced the following results: 
(1) Most DEC-10 PROLOG programs use many cut symbols (" !") and are likely 
to be deterministic, asDEC-10 PROLOG is a sequential execution language 
and has inadequate working memory space. Some DEC-10 PROLOG pro- 
grams, however, can be converted into concurrently executable form. 
(2) About half of the AND-literals used in DEC-10 PROLOG programs are 
evaluable predicates. Therefore, the execution speed of evaluable predicates 
affects that of programs. 
(3) There are about four times as many OR-relations for database clauses as there 
are for inference clauses. This ratio is likely to increase as database clauses 
become larger. Therefore, the execution speed of a PROLOG program 
including large database clauses can be considerably improved by speeding 
up the unification of database clauses. 
This report details analysis results, examines the characteristics of analyzed pro- 
grams on the basis of these results, and describes the rules used to convert a 
sequential PROLOG program into a concurrently executable PROLOG program. 
2. STATIC ANALYSIS 
First, we consider the results of the static analysis. 
2.1. Data Collected 
This subsection describes data collected by the static analyzer. 
2.1.1. oR-relation count 
Two or more clauses are said to be in an OR-relation when they have the same head 
predicate symbol and the same number of arguments. An OR-relation count refers to 
the number of such clauses for a certain head predicate. The following set of 
clauses, for example, has an oR-relation count of three: 
p(E3). 
p(EXIY3) :-q(Y). 
pCL):-r(L). 
A total oR-relation count is defined by 
total oR-relation count = ~ OR-relation count, 
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where E indicates the summation for clauses with different head predicates in a 
program. 
The static analyzer excludes the cut symbol "!"  from AND-literals. Therefore, 
"h : -  ] .", for example, is considered a unit clause rather than a rule. 
(1) Inference clauses. When a set of on-related clauses has at least one rule, 
these clauses are called inference clauses. 
(2) Database clauses. When a set of oR-related clauses consists only of unit 
clauses, these clauses are called database clauses. 
2.1.2. Reference count 
The reference count indicates the number of times a clause is referenced, or the 
number of times the head predicate of the clause appears in its body. 
2.1.3. AND-literals 
AND-literals are defined as literals in a body separated by "," .  Note that " ; "  is 
considered equal to ",".  Also note that, for the evaluable predicates "i s", ">", 
"> = ", "<", "= <", and "\  +", the static analyzer also analyzes the internal structure 
of their arguments. For example, the body of the clause 
p(X,Y,Z):-X>Y,Z is Y-X. 
is interpreted as consisting of the three literals "_ >_", "_ i s_", and " - " 
m a 
In addition, the static analyzer collects the number of head predicate arguments, 
number of head predicate structured ata arguments ( tructure data arguments are 
all head predicate arguments except for "var", "a tom", and "J n tege r"), number 
of evaluable predicates, number of body arguments (sum of the arguments of 
AND-literals), number of AND-literals, and cut ratio. 
2.2. Static Analysis Results and Program Characteristics 
This subsection gives the static analysis results of various ICOT-developed DEC-10 
PROLOG programs and examines the characteristics of the programs on the basis 
of these results. (Appendix 3 outlines the program functions. For further details, see 
the corresponding references.) 
2.2.1. Analysis results and characteristics of inference clauses 
2.2.1.'1. Analysis results. In the static analysis, data were collected from the 33 
programs listed in Appendix 3 (Table 2), and averages were taken of the collected 
data for each category. Category definitions and the averages obtained are listed 
below. For most data, Appendix 2 contains bar graphs indicating the program 
distribution in terms of individual data categories. (In the following definition, 
indicates ummation over all 33 programs.) 
( 1 ) Average on-relation count (abbreviated "av OR"): 
Y~ total oR-relation count 
= 2 .7 .  
E type count of inference clauses 
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Figure 1 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
average oR-relation count for each program: 
Individual average OR-relation count 
total oR-relation count 
type count of inference clauses 
(2) Average reference count: 
E reference count 
-----3. 
E inference clause type count 
(3) Average head predicate argument count: 
E head predicate argument count 
= 3 .2 .  
E total oR-relation count 
Figure 2 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
average count of head predicate arguments for each program: 
Individual average count of head predicate arguments 
head predicate argument count 
total OR-relation count 
(4) Average ratio of head predicate structured ata arguments: 
E head predicate structured ata argument count 
= 0 .2 .  
E head predicate argument count 
Figure 3 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
ratio of head predicate structured ata arguments for each program: 
Individual ratio of head predicate structured ata arguments 
head predicate structured ata argument count 
head predicate argument count 
(5) Average Arm-literal count: 
E Am)-literal count 
=3.  
E total 0R=relation count 
Figure 4 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
AND-literal coUnt per inference clause for each program. 
(6) Average valuable predicate count: 
Y'. evaluable predicate count 
= 1 .4 .  
V. total OR-relation count 
(7) Average ratio of evaluable predicate count: 
E evaluable predicate count 
-- 0.5. 
E ~a, rtr-literal count 
Figure 5 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
evaluable predicate ratio for each program: 
Individual evaluable predicate ratio 
evaluable predicate count 
~ l i te ra l  count 
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(8) Average body argument count: 
E body argument count 
= 6 .5 .  
E total OR-relation count 
Figure 6 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
average body argument count for each program: 
Individual average body argument count 
body argument count 
total OR-relation count " 
(9) Average ratio of body structured ata arguments: 
E body structured ata argument count 
= 0 .12 .  
E body argument count 
Figure 7 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
ratio of body structured ata argument for each program: 
Individual ratio of body structured ata arguments 
body structured ata argument count 
body argument count 
(10) Average cut ratio per clause: 
E cut count in an inference clause 
--- 0.65. 
E total oR-relation count 
Figure 8 in Appendix 2 shows the program distribution of the individual 
cut ratio for each program: 
Individual cut ratio 
cut count in an inference clause 
total oR-relation count 
2.2.1.2. Characteristics. The average cut ratio of 0.65 and the program distribu- 
tion in Figure 8 in Appendix 2 suggest hat most of the programs analyzed are 
deterministic. Several programs how a cut ratio of more than one because they 
contain clauses of the form 
pC_ ,_ ) : -  ,n .  u • I . . . .  • - . . p - p  . . . .  • 
The average oR-relation count for all the programs is 2.7. This fact, along with the 
average cut ratio of 0.65, seems to suggest that in most programs the width of an 
ANO-OR search tree does not increase rapidly during execution. This is because, 
although a program may have an OR-relation count of more than one, in many cases 
only one unification succeeds. However, some programs, such as the DCG program 
(program 4), have a high OR-relation count. 
The average OR-relation count of 2.7 suggests that pipeline-like processing, which 
sequentially picks up clauses with the possibility of matching from a set of inference 
clauses and performs unification on them one after another, would seldom cause a 
bottleneck. 
One of the programs represented in the bar graph in Figure 1 has an average 
oR-relation count of 13 to 14. This program contains for example a set of clauses of 
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the following from: 
O(_ ,_ )  • 
(a sequence of 154 literals) 
P(_,_). 
p(_ , _ )  : -  l, otherwise(_). 
These are inference clauses according to the definition given previously. It is this 
phenomenon which results in an average oR-relation count as high as 14. 
While the average reference count is about three, 17 programs (about half of 
those analyzed) had a maximum reference count of 10 or more. This indicates that 
the computation-sharing mechanism [19] (i.e., the mechanism for eliminating repe- 
tition of the same computation by making use of postcomputation results and 
requiring that previous reference results be stored) must be further investigated. 
The average head predicate argument count of about three seems to suggest that 
parallel unification between arguments would not have any significant effect. 
The average argument count for A~D-literals in the body is about two. This value 
is less than the average argument count per head predicate (about three), because 
approximately half the body xNI~-literals consists of evaluable predicates having few 
arguments. 
The static analysis hows that structured ata account for about 20% of head 
predicate arguments. These ratios are expected to increase for dynamic analysis, as 
variables appearing in the static analysis output are often instantiated with list data 
at execution. 
2.2.2. Analysis results and characteristics of evaluable predicates in inference 
clauses 
2.2.2.1. Analysis results. DEC-10 PROLOG is equipped with a wide variety of 
evaluable predicates. Appendix 1 (Table 1) shows the 30 most frequently used 
evaluable predicates. The data were obtained by statically anal~ing the 33 pro- 
grams listed in Appendix 3. 
2.2.2.2. Characteristics. The list below shows the occurrence rates of the evalua- 
ble predicates, except for "mode" (719 occurrences) and "public" (230 occurrences). 
Predicates are dassitied by their major functions [18]. (Figures in parentheses give 
the number of occurrences.) 
Input/output 32.4% (1781) 
Metalogic 17.7% (977) 
Arithmetic 11.0% (608) 
Comparison of terms 6.85g (372) 
Program odification 5.5~ (303) 
(Total of evaluable predicates except for "mode" aa.d "public": 5505.) 
Evaluable predicates that either use the unification function or can be more easily 
implemented with the unification function account for about 41% of all evaluable 
predicates. Therefore, evaluable predicates that require no unification account for 
about 25% of all xra3-literals. Thus, an increased unification speed may not be 
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sufficient o speed up the execution of DEC-10 PROLOG programs. In other words, 
if the processing load for evaluable predicates requiring no unification is found to be 
si,tmificant compared to the entire load, the speed of this processing must also be 
increased if overall program execution speed is to be increased. 
2.2.3. Analysis results and characteristics of database clauses 
In the static analysis of database clauses, the following six programs consisting only 
of database clauses were added to the 33 programs used in the inference clauses 
analysis: 
Dictionary database for program 4, the DCG program. 
Dictionary database and a database consisting of nonterminal termination condi- 
tions and other data for program 5, the ntn, program. 
Dictionary database for program 6, the morphological nalysis program. 
Database for fact names of program 19, the PROLOG relational database 
interface program. 
Database for rule names of program 19. 
Evaluable predicate database. 
The average on-relation count and the maximum on-relation count for the six 
new programs consisting only of database clauses are 10.0 and 655 respectively. 
These values are about four times as large as those for programs consisting of 
inference clauses (2.7 and 155 respectively). The ratios seem to increase as the 
database clauses get larger. Thus, the execution speed of a PROLOG program 
including large database clauses can be considerably improved by sp~g up 
clause unification. (An average on-relation count of 8.7 was obtained for 29 
programs having database clauses. The above six programs are included.) By 
contrast, the average head predicate argument count for the six programs is 2.8 (for 
the 29 programs, 2.6). This value differs only slightly from that for the programs 
made up of inference clauses. 
Among the data obtained from the analyzed programs, the maximum inference- 
clause-type count is 142; the maximum total on-relation count for inference clauses, 
498; the maximum database-clause-type count, 153; and the maximum total on-re- 
lation count for database clauses, 1023. Although eachof the programs is linked 
with another program in actual use, these figures serve as an index for building an 
experimental PROLOG machine. 
2. 2.4. Limitations of static analysis 
The static analyzer does not principally 
argument. Assume, for example, a program made up of four clauses: 
bc(X,Y)  : -b_cw(X,Y) .  
lte(X,Y) : -app ly( [ t l ,bc , t r , ld t t r , lu , tL ] ,X ,Y) .  
apply([],X,X). 
apply( [0p 10pseq],X,Y) : -  
Z =. .  [0p,X,X1 ] ,ca l L(Z),  ! ,app Ly(0pseq,X1 ,Y ) .  
analyze the internal structure of an 
® 
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Static analysis of this program shows 0 for the reference count of the predicate 
"be (_•_)" ,  because it cannot determine that "be" in clause (~) has two arguments 
without checking the definition of "appLy". Since the analyzer determines that a 
literal is being referenced by another literal when the two agree in head predicate 
symbol and number of arguments (two literals may share the same head predicate 
symbol, but have different argument counts), it cannot determine that "bc(X•Y)" 
is being referenced by checking clause (T) only. Therefore, in static analysis, it is 
difficult to determine whether "be ( X • Y )" is being referenced. 
3. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
Two of the 39 DEC-10 PROLOG programs used in the static analysis were 
converted into PROLOG programs capable of being executed in parallel (simply 
called "parallel PROLOG programs" below), which were then dynamically analyzed. 
The results were compared with those of the static analysis. 
This section describes parallel PROLOG programs, dynamic analysis results, and 
the comparison of these results with those of static analysis. 
3.1. Parallel PROLOG 
Parallel PROLOG as discussed in this paper has the following characteristics: 
(1) Runs in oR-parallel, oR-related clauses are processed in parallel. 
(2) Capable of specifying AND-parallel "'1/". NO shared variable exists among 
~a, ro-related literals, and each literal has, at most, one solution. Ar~-D-parallel 
( / / )  can be specified for evaluable predicates and the nonstream data flow 
predicates [20]. 
(3) OR (;), cut (!), DB functions (asser t ,  re t rac t , . . . ) ,  and set functions 
( seto f , . . . )  do not exist in a body. 
(4) Filtering is performed within the negation (\+). In other words, \+P fails 
immediately after any P succeeds, whereas \ + P succeeds when all P's fail. 
In the following example, the same result is obtained from either sequential and 
parallel execution that performs \ + filtering. Parallel execution that does not 
perform \ + filtering, however, provides a different result. Given p( I ,Y )  as a goal, 
the former fails, while the latter succeeds in n times. 
EXAMPLE. 
p(X,Y) : - \+q(X) , r (Y ) .  
q(X) " -s (X) , t (X) .  
r (b) .  s(1).  
t (1 ) .  
a sequence of n + 1 literals 
s(n+l) .  
?-p(X•Y).  
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3.2. Rules for Converting a Sequential PROLOG Program to a Parallel 
PROLOG Program 
3. 2.1. OR ( ; )  in bodies 
Convert a clause that contains OR (•) ill its body into multiple oR-related clauses. 
~y~LEI .  
p(X,Y):-(g(X,Z) ; f(X,Z) ) , r(Z,W). 
p(X,Y):- g(X,Z) , r(Z,W). 
p(X,Y):- f(X,Z) , r(Z,W). 
Ex iLE  2. 
p(X,Y):- g(X,Z), 
( rI(I,W), !,sl(W,Y); 
rZ(Z,W),!,s2(W,Y) ). 
p(X,Y):-g(X,Z),body_p(Z,Y). 
body_p(Z,Y):- 
body_p(Z,Y):- 
rl(Z,W),!,sl(W,Y). 
r2(Z,N),!,s2(W,Y). 
3.2.2. Cut (! ) 
3.2.2.1. Rule 1. If the literal in the condition to the left of the if...then...else 
type (!) has at most one successful solution, delete "!"  by succ, essively adding the 
negation of the condition to the bodies of the subsequent clauses. If the condition is 
exclusive, simply delete "l ". 
EXAMPLE. 
p(X,Y) :- gl(X), !,rl(X,Y). 
p(X,Y) :- g2(X), !,r2(X,Y). 
p(X,Y):- 
p(X,Y):- 
p(X,Y):- 
gn(X), !, rn(X,Y). 
g1(X), rI(X,Y). 
\+ gl(X) // g2(X), r2(X,Y). 
p(X,Y):- \+ gl (X) II \+ g2(X) I I  ... I I  
\+ g._t(X) II gn(X) , rn(X,Y). 
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3.2.2.2. Rule 2. If, in the left of the if...  then...else type "!",  the branching 
condition is determined according to the head argument type, rewrite the dame so 
that the argument type will be checked in the body. Then delete " l "  as described in 
rule 1. 
Convert an argument A which requires type checking into a variable V; then 
rewrite the program according to the following rules. Additions must be made to the 
head of a body. The last dame is considered to have its body preceded by "l ". (See 
examples below.) 
(1) If the literal va r ($/) is not present in the bodies of all oR-relation dames, 
replace each original clause by the following two dames: one dame is 
obtained by inserting "va r( $ / ) ,$ /= A" at the leftmost position of the body 
literals of the dame; application of conversion rules (3) to (7) yields the other 
dame. 
(2) If the literal var (V)  exists in the body of an oR-related clauses, the 
conversion described in (1) is not required. 
(3) If A is a variable, but the literal vat (V)  does not exist in the bodies, add 
nonva  r ( V ). 
(4) If A is atomic but not l"l, add 1/=A. 
(5) I fA is [1, add " i s  ni [ (V)" .  
(6) I fA is " l i s t " ,  add " i s_ l i s t (V ) ,V  =A". 
(7) If A is a functor other than "t  i s t "  or "a tomi c", add "i  s _ func  to t ( l / ) ,  
V -A". 
" i  s_ n i [", " i  s_ f u n c t o r", and"  i s_ [ i s t" can be defined as follows: Here, 
i s _n i l tX )  : -  X == [ ] .  
i s _ l i s t (X)  : -  nonvar(X),  X = C_l_3. 
is_functon(X) : -  nonvar(X) / /  \+ atomic(X) 
\+ i s_ l i s t (X) .  
/ /  
These three clauses can be added to a program as inference dames each time it is 
convened. Implementing them as evaluable predicates, however, seems a better 
approach (discussed below). 
E~LE 1. 
Solution to goal "p ( A. Y )" 
p(X,v) :- var(X),!. 
p(a,b). 
Incorrect conversion: 
p(X,v) :-var(X). 
p(a,b). 
Correct conversion: 
p(V,v) :-var(V). 
p(V,b) :-V-'= a. 
p(A,v) 
p(A,v) 
p(a.b)  
p(A,v)  
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EXAMPLE2. 
lCa,Y) : -  !,m(Y). 
l (b ,Y ) : -  ! ,n(Y).  
$ --Rule2isapplied. 
L(V,Y):-  var(V),V=a,!,m(Y).  
• L(V,Y):-  V == a, !,m(Y). 
L(V,Y) :- var(V),V--b, !,n(Y). 
L(V,Y):- V == b, !,n(Y). 
$ --Rule 1 is applied. 
L(V,Y) :-  var(V),V=a,m(Y). 
L(V,Y) :-  \+( var(V),V=a ),V==a,m(Y). 
L(V,Y) :- \+( var(V),V=a ),\+V==a, 
var(V),V=b,n(Y).  
I (V ,Y ) : -  \+( var(V),V=a ) , \+ V==a, 
\+(  var(V),V=b ),V==b,n(Y). 
$ --Redundancy manually deleted. 
l (a ,Y)  :- m(Y). 
l (V,Y) : -V==b,n(Y).  
EXAMPLE3. 
p(X,Y):-var(X),l,q(Y). 
p(a,Z):- !,r(Z). 
p([],Z):- !,t(E3,Z). 
p([AIB],Z):- !,u(A,B,Z). 
$ --Rule2isapplied 
pCX,Y) :-var(X), !,qCY). 
pCX,Z) :-X::a ,!,r(1). 
p(X,Z) :-i$_ni l(X), m,t(C],Z). 
p(X,Y) :- is_li st(X),X: [AIB], !,u(A,B,Z) • 
l 
--Rule 1 is applied. 
(" !" is simply deleted because 
conditions are exclusive.) 
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p(X ,Y ) : -var (X) ,q (Y ) .  
pCX,Z):-X==a , r (Z ) .  
p(X,Z):-is_nil(X),t(E3,Z). 
p(X,Y):-is List(X)tX=EAIB],u(A,BtZ). 
3.2. 3. Examples of failed conversion 
(1) When "asser t / re t rac t "  is used. (Conversion su~w.eds when "gensym" 
is used.) 
(2) When a program is written using a built-in metapredicate which requires 
sequential control. 
(3) When the deleted cut " !"  does not satisfy the condition described in 
conversion rule 2: 
EXAMPLE 1. When the deleted cut returns a solution other than that obtained at 
sequential execution (goal is q(X)): 
q(X) :-r(X), I,s(X). 
r (a ) .  r (b) .  r (c ) .  
s (a) .  s(b).  q(a) 
q(X) : - r (X ) , s (X) .  
r (a ) .  r (b) .  r (c ) .  
s (a) .  s(b).  q(a) q(b) 
EXAMPLE 2. When the cut is combined with \ + (goal is p (X) and facts are r (a) ,  
r (b) ,  and , (b) ) :  
\+q(X). 
r(X), !,s(X). success 
p(X):- 
q(X):- 
p(X):- 
q(X):- 
Note 
\+q(X). 
r(X),s(X). 
only for 
r (a)  
r(B) 
fail 
that, if the fact is converted as follows, parallel execution can be performed 
this rule: 
• s (b) .  
:-B==b. 
3.3. Dynamic Analysis Results of Parallel PROLOG Programs 
Two programs, "predicate logic formula simplification" and "morphological naly- 
sis", were converted according to the above conversion rules. These converted 
programs were then analyzed by the dynamic analyzer. 
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3. 3.1. Dynamic analyzer 
The dynamic analyzer provides a goal for a program to be analyzed and, while the 
goal is being executed, dynamically collects various data. 
(1) Instead of real time, a concept called "level" has been introduced into the 
dynamic analyzer. One level consists of the execution of unification and the 
generation of the next goal (made up of a sequence of subgoals corresponding 
to AND-iiterals). The next unification is performed on the subgoal specified by 
the AND-parallel operator or AND-Sequential operator described in the follow- 
ing. Variable-related binding is transferred to the parent goal with no time 
delay. 
(2) A reducible literal (subgoal) is specified by an AND-parallel operator " / / "  or 
an AND-Sequential operator " ," .  The dynamic analyzer unifies all reducible 
subgoals imultaneously (i.e., at a single level). 
(3) A large database (LDB) clause can be specified. A database clause with a 
large number of oR-relations can be specified as a large database LDB clause 
for which data can be collected. 
(4) At each level, the dynamic analyzer collects data similar to that collected by 
the static analyzer, in addition to the number of successful oR-parallel 
subgoal unifications. 
(5) The dynamic analyzer requires that the DCG notation " - ->"  be changed to a 
normal notation "-"-", and also prohibits "ca t t" from being omitted. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
p(A,B)--> q(A),r(B). 
p(A,B,SO,S) :-q(A,SO,Sl),r(B,S1,S). 
E~L~ 2. 
p(A .B) : -X  =. .  [AIB3 , X. 
p (A ,B) : -X  =. .  r AIB3 , caLL(X) .  
3. 3.2. Analyzed programs 
3.3.2.1. Morphological nalysis program This program has an internal dictionary 
which is stored as an LDB clause. Most of this program cannot be executed in 
XNo-parallel. 
In what follows, the parallel PROLOG version of this program is called P-tO~EXl 
(explained later), while the original version is referred to as I~ITM. 
The five input data used in the analysis have a unique stem. 
3.3.2.2. Predicate logic formula simplification progrant Since this program uses a 
large number of "l"s, and is based on a divide-and-conquer algorithm, a relatively 
large portion of the program can be executed in xm>-parallel. 
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The parallel PROLOG version of this program will be referred to below as 
P-LOGIC, while the ori#nal version is referred to as LOGIC. 
The five input data were used to execute AnD-Sequentially and in AnD-parallel. 
£3.3. 
3.3.3.1. 
Comparison between static and dynamic analysis results 
Inference clauses. 
Static av. Dynamic av. Dynamic av. 
OR-rel. count oR-rel, count SU count 
KEITAI 2.20 - -  - -  
P-KEITAI 2.06 7.13 1.14 
LOGIC 3.68 - -  - -  
P-LOGIC 3.49 4.62 3.57 
(av. SU count: average successful nification count for subgoals; av. OR-rel. count: 
average oR-relation count.) 
For P-KEITAI, the "av. OR-tel. count" increases from static 2.1 to dynamic 7.1, 
because a predicate which accounts for 52% of the reference count for all inference 
clauses has an OR-relation count of 12. Thus, in a parallel machine, if a frequently 
referenced clause existed in only one processing module, many references would 
simultaneously bemade to that module and cause a bottleneck in the network. 
Although the ratio of the "av. SU count" to the "av. oR-rel, count" for P-LOGIC is 
0.78, most unifications of literals in bodies fail. 
These results prompt he following considerations: 
(1) Even though the average cut ratio per clause is close to 1 (0.50 for the 
morphological nalysis program and 0.77 for the predicate logic formula-sim- 
plification program), the above conversion rules may permit some programs 
to be rewritten in concurrently executable form. 
(2) The oR-relation count at execution (i.e., dynamic OR-relation count) depends 
upon the OR-relation count of a clause that is frequently referenced uring 
3.3.3.2. 
execution. 
Structured data. 
H-SD/arg. 
of static 
inf el. 
B-SD/arg. SD/arg. SD/arg. 
of static of dynamic of dynamic 
infcf. DB el. subgoal 
KEITAI 0.22 0.02 0.30 -- 
P-KEITAI 0.19 0.03 0.30 0.32 
LOGIC 0.34 0.12 0.17 -- 
P-LOGIC 0.28 0.20 0.00 0.50 
(Inf. el.: inference clause; DB el.: database clause; H-SD/arg.: average head 
predicates structured ata/argument ratio; B-SD/arg.: average body structured 
data/argument ratio; SD/arg.: average structured ata/argument ratio.) 
At execution, the ratio of structured ata to the arguments in executed 
subgoals tends to increase in comparison with the arguments in the heads and 
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bodies of inference clauses, or the static structured ata/argument ratio of 
database clauses. 
3.3.3.3. Eoaluable predicates. 
Static Dynamic Dynamic 
EV/AND EV/AND EV/subgoal 
KEITAI 0.59 --  - -  
P-KEITAI 0.49 0.21 0.40 
LOGIC 0.27 --  - -  
P-LOGIC 0.51 0.65 0.77 
(EV/AND: Ratio of evaluable predicates to XND-literals. Dynamic EV/subgoal: 
Ratio of evaluable predicates to executed subgoals.) 
Occurrence frequencies of evaluable predicates for P-KEITAI grouped by clas- 
sification: 
Classification 
Static Dynamic 
frequency (%) frequency (%) 
[1] I /O 48 7 
[2] Arithmetic 3 26 
[3] Comparison of terms 13 6 
[4] Convenience 6 30 
[5] Extra control 13 11 
[7] Meta-Logic 10 21 
[14] Environment 6 1 
Occurrence frequencies of evaluable predicates for P-LOGIC grouped by clas- 
sification: 
Classification 
Static Dynamic 
frequency (%) frequency (%) 
[2] Arithmetic 0.8 0 
[3] Comparison of terms 6 4 
[4] Convenience 10 9 
[5] Extra Control 38 19 
[7] Meta-Logic 33 36 
[15] Other 12 32 
("[15] Other" consists of "i s_ I i st",  "i s _ functor" ,  and "i s_ni l".) 
The above tables uggest the following points: 
(1) The ratio of evaluable predicates to executed literals is high, even for the 
dynamic analysis. The execution speed of evaluable predicates affects that of 
the program. 
(2) For the morphological nalysis program, the occurrence frequency of I/O- 
related evaluable predicates in the dynamic analysis is lower than that in the 
static analysis. Generally, the occurrence frequency of I/O-related evaluable 
predicates at execution will be lower than that in static analysis. For the 
predicate logic formula-simplification program~ the dynamic occurrence 
frequency of " i s_ functor" ,  " i s  f i s t " ,  and " i s_n i t "  accounts for 
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about 30% of the total (i.e., about 24~ of all executed subgoals). This implies 
that high-speed execution should be implemented by implementing these 
clauses as evaluable predicates. 
3.3.3.4. Access to large database clause (LDB clause). 
Static og-rel, count Dynamic og-rel, count 
of LDB clauses of LDB clauses 
KEITAI 140 -- 
P-KEITAI 140 191 
The oR-relation count of LDB clauses is high, even for the dynamic analysis. This 
indicates that faster unification of database clauses, particularly LDB clauses, would 
speed up program execution. 
3.3. 4. Dynamic analysis results 
3.3.4.1. Parallel degree. The average parallel degree at execution for inference 
clauses, evaluable predicates, database clauses, and LDB clauses together is as 
follows: 
Morphological analysis program: 8.3 
Predicate logic formula-simplification program: 3.2 
(" Parallel degree" means the average of reducible subgoals per level. It is equivalent 
to the oR-parallel degree in this report because programs were executed AND- 
sequentially.) 
For comparison, a four queens program, for example, has an oR-parallel degree 
of 6.2 (when the dynamic analyzer is used). 
3. 3. 4.2. Maximum subgoal count per level. 
P-KEITAI 
Number 
of levels 
Maximum subgoal 
count per level 
Input I 99 78 
Input 2 121 63 
Input 3 186 68 
Input 4 191 61 
Input 5 372 83 
Average -- 70.6 
Number Maximum subgoal 
P-LOGIC of levels count per level 
Input I 116 11 
Input 2 2P~ 14 
Input 3 399 11 
Input 4 617 14 
Input 5 1563 18 
Average w 13.60 
The maximum subgoal count per level does not depend to any great extent upon 
input goals. 
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3.3.4.3. AND-parallel execution. The predicate logic formula simplification pro- 
gram was executed in AND-parallel and was dynamically analyzed: 
oR-parallel degree 
(AND-sequential, 
oR-parallel) 
AND/OR-parallel degree 
(AND-parallel, 
oR-parallel) 
Input I 2.66 3.44 
Input 2 3.00 4.84 
Input 3 3.05 7.34 
Input 4 3.19 8.78 
Input 5 3.97 14.44 
These last two tables show that there is a significant difference between the 
average reducible subgoal count per level in AND-Sequential execution and in 
AND-parallel execution. Input goals become more complicated logic formulas as 
their number increases. Thus, AND-parallel execution enables increased processing 
speed in some programs. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Static and dynamic analyses of DEC-10 PROLOG programs provided the following 
findings: 
(1) DEC-10 PROLOG enables only sequential execution and has inadequate 
working memory space. This tends to cause programmers towrite determinis- 
tic programs (i.e., programs with a cut ratio close to 1). Some programs, 
however, can be converted into concurrently executable form by eliminating 
cuts according to the conversion rule. The converted programs, when ex- 
ecuted in oR-parallel, are expected to provide an oR-relation count equal to 
or greater than the static OR-relation count. Also, AND-parallel execution may 
provide a higher parallel degree. (Note that the number of solutions to a 
variable shared among AND-literals is assumed to be one.) 
(2) About half or more of executed subgoals are evaluable predicates. The 
execution speed of evaluable predicates affects that of the program. 
(3) The static OR-relation count for the database is about four times higher than 
that of inference clauses, which have a count of three. This ratio increases as 
database clauses become larger. (This also applies to LDB clauses in the 
dynamic analysis.) Therefore, the execution speed of a program including 
large database clauses can be significantly improved by speeding up unifica- 
tion of database clauses. 
It is hoped that these considerations will prove helpful in the implementation f a 
PROLOG machine. 
APPENDIX 1 
Table 1 shows the analysis results 
predicates. 
for the 30 most frequently used evaluable 
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TABLE 1. Static occurrence frequency of evaluable predicates 
No. Evaluable Predicates Occurrence frequency 
1 = 909 
2 mode 719 
3 n l 487 
4 d i sp lay  428 
5 ca I 1 354 
6 =-- 343 
7 wri te 293 
8 i s 244 
9 pub I i c 230 
10 =. .  222 
11 + 154 
12 fai l 136 
13 op 132 
14 tab  122 
15 t tyn I 102 
16 var 97 
17 arg : 3 85 
18 abol ish 82 
19 asserta : 1 79 
20 - : 2 78 
21 functor  71 
22 name 67 
23 true 
24 put 62 
25 retract 59 
25 asser t  : 1 59 
27 t ty f lush  56 
28 te I l 52 
29 a tomi c 38 
30 > 35 
APPENDIX 2 
Figures 1-8 show xesults of the static analysis for inference clauses. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Table 2 gives an overview of all the programs analyzed. 
TABI,I~. 2. Functional overview of analyzed programs 
No Program name Reference Function 
1 sup translator [1, 3] Converts DCO file containing grammatical 
2 Utilities for BuP rules into PROLOG clauses in sup format. 
translator 
SUP tracer [1, 3] 
Grammar description (DCG) [2] 
(definite clause grammar) 
Grammar description (BUP) [1, 3] 
3 
4 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Morphological analysis [2, 3] 
program 
LFG (lexical functional [4] 
grammar) system 
Utilities for xsO system 
Predicate logic formula- 
simplification program 
Ordered linear [5] 
theorem-proving program 
Infinite-tree PROLOG 
interpreter 
Epilog interpreter 
Depth-first PPN [6] 
interpreter 
Rubik's cube [7] 
Tracer for BUI' program. 
Grammatical rules written in DCG. 
Grammatical rules in BuP format generated 
by sup translator. 
Performs morphological nalysis (inflection processing 
and automatic spaced writing) on Japanese clauses. 
Syntactically analyzes natural-language sentences and 
extracts functional structure of sentences u ing BUP 
system. 
Converts given first-order predicate logic formula 
into multiplication/addition standard form. 
Complete theorem-proving progr.~m for 
first-order predicate logic. 
PROLOG interpreter that also handles infinite trees. 
Interpreter for Epilog. 
Sequential interpreter for PpN language consisting of 
PROLOG equipped with ordinary negation (rather tha. 
"negation as failure", defined by a cut). 
Program based on simple production system for 
obtainin£ solution to Rubik's cube. 
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TABLE 2. Functional overview of analyzed programs (continued) 
No Program name Reference Function 
15 Pentomino program [8] 
16 Knowledge-assimilation [9] 
program 
17 Knowledge-acquisition [10] 
program 
18 SEQUEL relational [11] 
algebra interpreter 
19 Interface program between PROLOG 
and relational database 
20 Type inference system [13] 
21 Utilities, 
22 pre-processor programs, and 
23 runtime support 
for ESP cross system 
24 Main program, 
25 subroutines, and 
26 definition programs for 
customizable 
microprogram assembler 
27 Branch address edit 
program 
28 Operator precedence 
syntactic analysis 
program 
29 PLA compression program 
30 DEC-10 PROLOG program 
static analyzer 
31 ^m;,/oR search tree 
characteristics analyzer 
32 Concurrent PROLOG 
analyzer 
33 Concurrent PROLOG 
interpreter 
[14, 15] 
[16] 
[17] 
Program for obtaining all solutions to the game called 
"Pentomino". 
Knowledge-assimilation program, including exception 
values, implemented by demo predicate for 
meta-inference. 
Knowledge-acquisition type demo program, in which deductive 
logic-oriented knowledge assimilation is implemented by 
merging object language and metalanguage. 
Obtains necessary elations with relational algebra 
command execution simulator by transforming query in 
relational database query language SEQUEL into 
relational-algebra-based command sequence. 
Provides interface between PROLOG and 
relational database when most facts in PROLOG 
program are stored in a relational database. 
Infers data structure of predicate argument in a 
PROLOG program. 
Precompiler that reads ESP programs and translates 
them into DEC-10 PROLOG programs. 
Reads and controls assembler source program. 
Reads branch method generated by PSI microassembler 
and generates contents of multiple-direction 
branch control memory for microinstruction incorporated 
into PSI hardware. 
Analyzes yntax according to operator precedence and 
output syntax analysis program tree. 
Simplifies 1-bit decode mode PLA. 
Statically analyzes DEC-10 PROLOG programs. 
Reads program to be analyzed and goal; sequentially 
analyzes AUD-portion of ^ ~D/OR tree and analyzes its 
oR-portion in parallel. 
Reads Concurrent PROLOG program and goal; outputs 
subgoal status and statistical information about he status. 
Interpreter for Concurrent PROLOG. 
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